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Migrations’ European History Maps
Atlas of European history - Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/.../Atlas_of...

Historical maps of the Iberian Peninsula - Visigoth migrations.jpg ... Map Almoravid empire-en.svg
... Almoravid map reconquest loc.jpg ...

European History Interactive Map - Worldology
www.worldology.com/Europe/europe_history_lg.htm

My aim was merely to show a broad-brushed evolution of European history. ...... It's a fun and
interactive way to learn more about history and migration patterns.

Genetic history maps centuries of European migration | University of ...
www.ox.ac.uk/.../2015-09-18-genetic-histo...

Genetics researchers at the University of Oxford have used DNA to map the history of population
movements in and around Europe.

History of Europe (3000 BC - 2013 AD) - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l53bmKYXliA

Source: http://geacron.com/home-en/ - the best historical atlas i ever seen Music: Globus - Crusaders
of the …

4 maps that will change how you see migration in Europe | World ...
https://www.weforum.org/.../these-4-maps-...

4 maps that will change how you see migration in Europe. Migrant children ... Climate and clams:
500 years of history in one shell. Ian Hall ...

Maps of Neolithic, Bronze Age & Iron Age migrations in Europe and ...
www.eupedia.com › Genetics

Maps of Neolithic & Bronze Age migrations around Europe ... History of R1b from the Ice Age origins
until the beginning of the Hallstatt period (1200 BCE).

Migrations Map: Where are migrants coming from? Where have ...
migrationsmap.net/

Where are migrants coming from? Where have migrants left? Click on the map or pick a country
here: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, American Samoa, Andorra ...

Map of Human Migration - Genographic Project - National Geographic
https://genographic.nationalgeographic.co...

Genographic Project / Map of Human Migration ... Human Migration Map: ... they were poised to
colonize the northern latitudes of Asia, Europe, and beyond.

World History Timeline European History 200 BC - TimeMaps
www.timemaps.com/history/europe-200bc

History, map and timeline of Europe - in 200 BC the Greek civilization is now overshadowed by the
Hellenistic Kingdoms, and Ancient Rome has appeared to ...
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MAPS:
https://www.the-map-as-history.com/
http://topostext.org/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Atlas_of_European_history
http://www.worldology.com/Europe/europe_history_lg.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l53bmKYXliA
http://geacron.com/home-en/
http://www.timemaps.com/history/europe-200bc
http://metrocosm.com/animated-immigration-map/
https://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/historical/history_europe.html
WORLD POLITICAL MAP: http://www.mapsofworld.com/world-mapviewer.html
ΑΡΧΑΙΑ ΙΣΤΟΡΙΑ
ΑΡΧΑΙΟΤΗΤΑ: http://www.24grammata.com/?cat=26
Μυκηναϊκός πολιτισμός: http://mycenaeancivilization.weebly.com/
http://www.vox.com/a/maps-explain-the-

Timeline

for a period of the past:

A. Ancient world
B. Medieval world
C. Early modern period
D. Modern history till 19th c.
E. History of the 20th c. till 1960 approx.

or
Select a map and use it as a base on a cmap. Make the necessary connections to
present REASONS/ RESULTS OF COLONIALISM - Migration // monuments / images
/videos [links]/ most important people … / events that took place.
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Α] Migration - Greek Colonization…
http://www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/PlainTextHistories.asp?groupid=1285&HistoryID=ab18&gtrack=pthc
http://www.bestofsicily.com/mag/art165.htm
http://www.clioancientart.com/byzantinemigrationetruscanislamicneareast.html

http://the-orb.arlima.net/encyclop/late/laterbyz/harris-ren.html
http://asiaminor.ehw.gr/forms/fLemmaBodyExtended.aspx?lemmaID=7872
https://www.ias.edu/ideas/2013/geary-history-genetics

http://asiaminor.ehw.gr/forms/fLemmaBodyExtended.aspx?lemmaID=7872

ACTIVITY: SEARCH IN ANY SEARCH ENGINE DO YOU PREFER, FOR PHOTOS
/ IMAGES …. / SCULPTURES… AND EMBED THEM as a story ON THE “POSTIT PANEL” –OR puzzle 1 from selected images…

Quiz- https://quizlet.com/10854445/world-history-roman-empire-flash-cards/
OR comic-strip creator- toondo dialogues between a m. from ;/ which country ; & a
native citizen of a country [difficulties-reasons-dreams… - relocation; - everyday life –
job… family - advs-disadv.]
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coins - http://www.magnagraecia.nl/coins/Area_V_map/Leontinoi_map/LeontinoiGroup_I-II.html
http://www.magnagraecia.nl/coins/

Scavenger Hunt List :
1,
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Β] Medieval “Great Migration” of the people: Barbarian invasion

1. Visit the link below and take some notes about the vision of the
barbarians invasion:
www.penfield.edu%2Fwebpages%2Fjgiotto%2Fonlinetextbook.cfm

2. Angles, Saxons, Britons… etc migrations: Write what do you think that
happened according to this map. [Copy the map from this site]

3. Write who + which are the differences between the «soldiers» on the
pictures:
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https://www.google.gr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=89&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjCyPOr4K3RAhXEN1AKHTceBdQ4UBAWCFcwCA
&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.penfield.edu%2Fwebpages%2Fjgiotto%2Fonlinetextbook.cfm%3Fsubpage%3D1492781&usg=AFQjCNGST7GfE89QLJ9Ct_qNQ5
QMAHa51g

http://www.photius.com/countries/greece/society/greece_society_emigration_and_immig~164.html
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Migration Period

The Migration Period was a time of widespread migrations within or into Europe in the
middle of the first millennium AD. It has also been termed the Völkerwanderung
(German),[1] and from the Roman and South European perspective the Barbarian
Invasions.[2] Many of these migrations were movements of Germanic, Slavic, and other
peoples into the territory of the then Roman Empire, with or without accompanying
invasions or war.
The migrants comprised war bands or tribes of 10-20,000 people,[3] but in the course of 100
years numbered not more than 750,000 in total, compared to an average 39.9 million
population of the Roman Empire at that time. Although immigration was common
throughout the time of the Roman Empire,[4]in the 19th century the period in question was
often defined as running from about the 5th to 8th centuries AD.[5][6] This period was that of
the transition from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages, marked by profound changes
both within the Roman Empire and beyond_
The first migrations of peoples were made by Germanic tribes such as the Goths (including
the Visigoths and the Ostrogoths), the Vandals, the Anglo-Saxons, the Lombards, the Suebi,
the Frisii, the Jutes, the Burgundians, the Alamanni, the Scirii, and Franks; they were later
pushed westwards by the Huns, Avars, Slavs, and Bulgars.[7] Later invasions (such as
the Viking, Norman, Hungarian, Moorish, Turkic, and Mongol invasions) also had
significant
effects
(especially
in
North
Africa,
the
Iberian
peninsula, Anatolia and Central and Eastern Europe); however, they are outside the scope of
the Migration Period.
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4. GAME: Scavenger Hunt List
1. Which Barbarian group was defeated at Chalons in 451?

2. Which Barbarian group attacked Carthage?

3. What was the capital city of the Eastern Empire?

4. At the Battle of Adrianople, Emperor Valens died fighting the Visigoths. In which year
did this battle take place?

5. According to the Map entitled Saxon Shore Forts 370 AD, where was the northern
most Saxon Shore Fort located?

6. Britannia was invaded by the Angles, Saxons, Frisians and ________ from the
European mainland.

7. Which Roman Road goes through Rochester?

8. In which diocese of the Roman Empire was Paris located?

9. Which island did the Scots invade Scotland from?

10. In which year did the Vandals sack Rome?

AT : https://www.quia.com/sh/181549.html?AP_rand=716404729

GAME  Viking-Quest:
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/interactive/games/viking_quest/index_embed.shtml

5. DIALOGUE between … a Viking & an Anglosaxon to Toondo
e.g. http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zjk8q6f/ Way they live – Push & pull factors

Migration in Art
e.g.: Metropolitan Museum
http://www.metmuseum.org/art/metpublications/search-publicationresults?searchType=C&Tag=migration&title=&author=&pt=0&tc=0&dept=0&fmt=0

ACTIVITY: SEARCH IN ANY SEARCH ENGINE DO YOU PREFER, FOR PHOTOS /
IMAGES …. / SCULPTURES… / FAMOUS MUSEUMS…. [ESPECIALLY IN EUROPE

Migration -& THEN

WORDWIDE]

….AND EMBED THEM ON THE “POST-IT PANEL”
---thinglink.com on your favourite map- hot points/ spots with short Migration
narrations about people or interesting cities in your country relative to…
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Greek diaspora in Italy
Greeks in Italy - Wikipedia

google search about…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greeks_in_Italy
Greek presence in Italy begins with the migrations of the old Greek Diaspora in the 8th century BC,
continuing down to the present time. There is a linguistic ...

Ancient · Medieval · Immigrants · Notable Greeks in Italy
Greek diaspora - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_diaspora

Fall of Byzantium and exodus to Italy - ... of Greek lands, many Greeks fled Constantinople, (what is
now Istanbul) and found refuge in Italy, ...

Griko people - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Griko_people
The Griko people (Greek: Γκρίκο) sometimes spelled Grico, Greco in Calabria, and also known ... Although
most Greek inhabitants of Southern Italy have become entirely Italianized over the ..... Cultural education -- cultural
sustainability: minority, diaspora, indigenous, and ethno-religious groups in multicultural societies.

Greeks in Italy GREEK EMPIRE | HISTORY of GREECE - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uWFHiCCkY8

Greek presence in Italy begins with the migrations of the old Greek Diaspora in the 8th century BC, continuing ...

DNA Study Pinpoints When The Ancient Greeks Colonized Sicily And ...
www.forbes.com/.../dna-study-pinpoints-when-the-anci...

Category:Greek diaspora in Italy - Wikimedia Commons
https://commons.wikimedia.org/.../Category:Greek_dias

Category:Greek diaspora in Italy ... A. ▻ Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of Italy (2 C) ... G. ▻ Greek Orthodox churches in Italy

...

Terra Ancestrale, a Study of Greeks Living in Italy | Greek Reporter ...
eu.greekreporter.com/.../terra-ancestrale-a-study-of-gree...

- "Terra Ancestrale" - "Earth of Pioneers" - a study of Greeks in Italy presented in Rome, focuses on the "modern Greek
diaspora in Italy, ...

My Greek Odyssey: The Greeks of Italy by Lucia Clark
greekodyssey.typepad.com/...greek.../italy-a-land-of.ht...

- Speakers of Griko, who live and operate in Italy as fully assimilated Italians, call themselves Griki. ... In the Magna Graecia
of antiquity, Greek was the language of ... in Greek Diaspora | Permalink ...

Greece: Hellenic Communities of the Diaspora
www.hri.org/nodes/grdia.html

Italy] - Italy. Comunita Ellenica della Emilia-Romagna · Hellenic Community of Roma & Lazio.
John W. Marshall, Canadian Corporation for Studies in Religion - 2001 - Literary Collections

ACTIVITY: Find images, photos of monuments , music- songs,[ e.g.: en
cardia] and stories, searching for:
griko people –
grecia salentina
salento
magna grecia
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--- thinglink.com on your favourite map- hot points/ spots with short narrations
about people or interesting cities in your country relative to…
---- puzzle from selected images…- ----OR Crossword

OR

--- comic-strip creator- toondo dialogues between a m. from your;/ which

country ; & a native citizen of a country [difficulties-reasons-dreams… - relocation; everyday life –job… family - advs-disadv.]

Atlas of European history
wikimedia commons
Contents
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Atlas_of_European_history

•

•
•
•
•
•

1History maps
o 1.1Prehistory
o 1.2Antiquity
o 1.3Middle Ages
o 1.4Early modern period
o 1.5Late modern period
▪ 1.5.1French Revolution and Napoleonic Period
▪ 1.5.21815 – 1939
▪ 1.5.3World War II
▪ 1.5.4Post-War Europe
2Historical maps of the Balkans
3Historical maps of the Caucasus
4Historical maps of the Iberian Peninsula
5Notes and references
6Entries available in the atlas
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SOURCES:
“ His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in
Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use
their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this object, it
being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed
by Jews in any other country.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balfour_Declaration%2C_1917#Text_of_the_declaration

• European Colonialism from the 16th to early 20th centuries
led to European colonies across the world, especially in the
Americas, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and Australia, where
European languages remain prevalent or as administrative
languages.
• This pre-18th century human migration was often state
directed. Spanish emigration to the New World was initially
limited to Castilian soldiers or administrators. Mass
immigration was discouraged due to a labour shortage in
Europe, which affected Spain worst. Anyway Europeans tended
to die of tropical diseases in the New World so British, French
and Spanish colonists came to prefer slave labor in their
American possessions.
• The pattern changed in the 17th century with population
increases in Europe. Spanish restrictions on emigration to Latin
America ended. English North American colonies saw an influx
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of settlers attracted by cheap or free land, economic
opportunity and freedom of worship.
• Early English colonies enjoyed significant self-rule from the
Plymouth colony's 1620 founding through this mother
country’s civil war and beyond. William III intervened in
colonial affairs after 1688 and the colonies gradually came
under royal governance, affecting the type of emigration.
• The early 18th century saw many non-English seekers of
religious and political freedom settle within the British colonies
- Protestant Palatine Germans fleeing French conquest, French
Huguenots persecuted by the end of religious tolerance,
Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, Quakers, and Catholic Scottish
Highlanders seeking a new start after unsuccessful revolts.

Migration in 2 world wars :
The net effect of the migrations surrounding the two world wars
was therefore :
• to homogenize nation-states and
• probably to increase their capacity for nationalism.
Heightened nationalism and the recurrent labor shortages of
the richer European countries have combined to produce a
contradictory situation.
• On the one hand, such countries as Switzerland, West Germany
and France have become sorely dependent on poorer
countries for supplies of unskilled labor.
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• On the other hand, those same countries and their neighbors
have greatly increased their controls over immigration and
emigration.
There is, to be sure, a sharp difference between eastern and
western Europe in those regards.
On the whole, the richer western European countries have
encouraged circular migration* of low-wage workers from
elsewhere but have made it difficult for them to become long-time
residents and, especially, to acquire citizenship.
The Soviet Union and other Communist states have simply made
all forms of entry and exit difficult.
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Project Activities
1. thinklink.com on your favourite map- hot points/ spots with short narrations about people or
interesting cities in your country relative to…- titanpad…
2. comic-strip creator- toondo dialogues between a m. from your;/ which country ; & a native
citizen of a country [difficulties-reasons-dreams… - relocation; - everyday life –job… family advs-disadv.]
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Select a map and use it as a base on a cmap. Make the necessary connections to present
REASONS/ RESULTS OF COLONIALISM // monuments / images /videos [links]/ most
important people … / events that took place.
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3. puzzle from selected images…- Crossword
4. poster with the most important places/ people / ideas…/policies… about m. / think tank… - to
make a story! [with photos, images, videos, maps..]
5. collage images’ – famous people that were/are migrates
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